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ABSTRACT: The current trend in automotive industry is to achieve compact, efficient, reliable systems. 

Engine timing drives used in engines are one of the most critical systems. Timing belts are subjected to 

excessive elongation and wear, while timing gears contribute excess mass and inertia in the system. Hence 
timing chains are preferred widely, in various high performance engines, both in gasoline and diesel engines. 

Chain drives are easy to assemble and adjust, highly efficient, durable, reliable, compact and capable of 

attaining a wide range of power and speed capacities. In spite of these advantages their complex dynamic 

behavior is not well researched. The major objective of the current work is to develop timing chain drive for a 

high speed three cylinder diesel engine and investigate about its durability.  The scope of the work includes 

developing a simulation model in suitable simulation software and its dynamic analysis. The results are 

expressed in terms of parameters such as contact forces and normal forces between different components and 

link tension forces etc. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Automotive engine is an area where large numbers of researches were done by many researchers. 

Engine timing is such an aspect of research which correlates the valve timing and injection timing in an 

automotive engine. This phenomenon of timing governs many parameters of engine performance and is required 
to be as precise as possible. To achieve proper timing at injectors and valves, timing drives are needed to be 

studied and analyzed for their dynamic behavior. The timing chain considered in the current work, transfers 

motion from engine‟s crankshaft to the camshaft that operates the valves and to Fuel Injection Pump (FIP) 

which controls fuel injection timing. The dynamics plays a vital role in the function, performance and life of the 

component. The dynamics of a timing chain drive affect the functioning of other components of an engine such 

as valve train, crankshaft etc. The purpose of this work is to investigate the dynamic analysis of the timing chain 

with a dedicated simulation software 

 

II. OBJECTIVES  
The major objectives of this project are as follows – 

 To develop a simulation model of the timing chain system on a dedicated simulation software.  

 To carry out dynamic analysis of the timing chain simulation model. 

 To find out chain tension, contact forces between chain and other components like sprocket, chain guides, 

etc..  
 

 

III. TIMING CHAIN SYSTEM ARRANGEMENT   
ARAI has designed high performance, state of art 3 cylinder diesel engine. Timing drive system used in the 

engine is bush chain drive system. Figure 1 shows layout of the chain drive system in engine.  

As shown in the Figure 1, one of the chains (Cam-chain) runs over Duplex sprocket and Cam sprocket. The 

speed ratio between the duplex sprocket and cam sprocket is 0.5. It is supported and guided by two guides, one 

movable guide and one fixed guide. A hydraulic tensioner is provided to the movable guide. The tensioner 

facilitates the chain to be tightened whenever it gets loosen.  

 Another chain (FIP Chain) runs over the duplex sprocket and the FIP sprocket. Speed ratio between 

duplex sprocket and FIP sprocket is 0.75. Similar to the Cam-chain, it is provided with one movable guide, one 

fixed guide and a hydraulic tensioner. Engine speed is 4000 rpm. 
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Figure 1: Timing chain Layout 

 

IV. MATHEMATICAL MODELING 
A simulation model of a three cylinder engine bush timing chain system has been developed in GT V-

Train software as shown in Figure 2. Figure 3 shows the 2D representation of the timing chain in the software. 

The condition of external load (i.e. torque) for which chain drive system is designed  is specified to the camshaft 

and FIP shaft. Kinematics of the chain drive system for these loading conditions is satisfying the requirements 

and now the aim is to check design for the dynamic point of view(and redesign wherever required).  Detail 

design of sprockets, chain guides and number of chain links is carried out. Input data required regarding the 

same is specified to the software simulation environment accordingly.  

 

Figure 2: Mathematical model of Timing chain Layout 
Figure 3: 2D layout of 

timing chain 

1. Results & Discussions  

The results we obtained in terms of chain-sprocket contact forces, chain guide contact forces, tensioner plunger- 

guide contact forces, and normal forces between different components, external torque acting on the chains, 

sprockets, hub load, and link tension forces etc. The following section focuses on few important results out of 

them. Figure 4 shows the variation of tension force between the chain links with reference to the driver rotation 

angle θ. 
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Figure 4: Maximum chain tensions in Cam-chain and FIP Chain 

It was noticed that the maximum chain tension in cam side chain was 322 N whereas the maximum chain 

tension in FIP side chain was 180 N. The breaking load of the chain was much higher and is 10500 N. Hence, 

both the chains are safe and reliable from tensile failure point of view.  

External forces acting on a sprocket include the forces acting on sprocket in X and Y direction due to chain pull. 

Figure 5 shows the external forces acting on the duplex sprocket. The term crank-1 represents the portion of 

duplex sprocket connected to cam sprocket through chain whereas the term crank-2 represents the portion of 

duplex sprocket connected to FIP sprocket. The maximum external force on crank-1 in X direction was 519 N 

and 614 N in Y direction. Similarly the maximum external force on crank-2 in X direction was 441 N and426 N 

in Y direction. These values are very small as compared to the maximum permissible load that can be sustained 

by duplex sprocket. 

 

 
 

Figure 5: Maximum external forces on Duplex sprocket 

The contact forces between the chains and guides and chains and sprockets are major parts of investigation. 

Figure 6 shows the variations of Total contact force of cam chain with sprockets and guides. Figure 6(A) shows 

the variation of contact force between cam-sprocket and Cam-chain w.r.t driver rotation angle „θ‟. The 

maximum value of which is 446 N. Similarly Figure 6(B), (C), (D) shows contact force variation between Cam-

chain and fixed guide, cam-chain and Duplex sprocket and cam-chain movable guide respectively. The 

maximum values recorded for above parameters were 572 N, 356 N and 279 N respectively. 
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Figure 6: Total Contact forces A: Between Cam chain and Cam Sprocket, B: Between Cam chain and 

crank-1 sprocket, C: Between Cam chain and Cam movable guide, D: Between Cam chain and Cam fixed 

guide 

Figure 7 shows similar contact force variation for FIP-chain. The maximum contact force between FIP- Chain 

and duplex sprocket was 433 N and same was 472 N between FIP- chain and FIP sprocket.  

The contact force between FIP-Chain and movable guide is noticed to be 264 N. The maximum contact force 

between the FIP chain and fixed guide is 142 N. 

 

 
 

Figure 7: Total Contact force between FIP-chain and other connected components 
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V. CONCLUSIONS  
The results presented above show that the external forces and loads can be easily sustained by the 

timing chain components. The obtained values for the contact forces, tensions etc. were much below the 

maximum permissible values. The layout designed is compact, functionally and dynamically stable and safe and 
can be implemented in actual engine. The current layout can be modified further to a single chain layout for 

more compact and reliable design. The current methodology thus proves to be a fair solution to analyze timing 

chain drives, a vital component of an engine. 
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